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I open the Omega Portal for this session and already I
have the sense that I am gathering in many people,
many from all around Earth and many who are
receiving from other dimensions. As I gather you all in,
I am bringing you into the receiving area of the Station
of Light. Already this area is receiving you. Perhaps
some of you have been here waiting, because you had
the sense that you were being called in to connect
consciously into this space, into this dimension, to
receive and you have been waiting for me to record
this session. That is an interesting realisation for me to
have.
Here we are, together, and as usual I sense the
organisation occurring in this space so that you are in
the best possible position to identify the flow of energy
that you are going to receive and to identify the group,
or the Beings, who will come forward to work with you
during the duration of this experience this time. You
must allow that energy and experience to be the
greatest that you can open to, then you draw in new
information, key pieces of knowledge, key pieces you
have been wanting to connect with and draw into you
to help you understand something. It is always given
on multi-dimensional layers. Now I am stepping back,
opening my awareness, to allow the Beings in the
Station to come forward.

“We continue to express our gratitude to
you for presenting yourselves into this
state of consciousness.
This is Orem addressing you because I am present
here as the communicator in charge of this process
for you. I oversee many of the functions and
procedures, processes, operations, occurring within
this Station and greeting you and assessing you is
one of those many missions and services that are
upon me to link with you in this way.
You have already, many of you, identified a special
existence space whereupon you decided to come
into the Earth dimension in this current time phase
and to be consciously present, consciously aware.
Many of you continue the process of absorbing what
you perceive around you happening and when you
come into the Station, this is observed throughout
your energy field. We are able to identify many of
the conflicts, many of the choices and opportunities
which have arisen around you certainly, but also
around the greater population and in this way in the
assessment, we can offer assistance, just simply by
presenting concepts and ideas within the energy
field which you are surrounded in, when you come
into this Station. It is you who integrates this energy
that is flowing to you, giving you a greater
understanding and energy, and it is you who then
takes it back into the dimension that you are existing
in where your main focus is, as you work through
your days. So, it is always a process for you to
identify the higher pattern of energy and for you to
integrate that into your physicality and into your
surroundings.
We are giving you the notice that there is a greater
mobilisation of many of the Beings who are actively
present alongside you and who are also connecting
into the Beings who have attended and
congregated around the planet. At this time the
focus is on the surrounding energy field matrix of the
planet. This matrix is incorporating the higher
engagement and continuation of the flow which is
engaged from source Creation, which does come
through in many channels.

The channels are amplified and assisted by the
various alignments occurring in the traditional
placement and understanding of various galaxies
and planets that Earth is involved with in the overall
mechanism of evolvement. So, when we say
information and channels are open for you to
receive, it is in regard to the multi layered
dimensions involved in the upliftment process and
expansion of consciousness. The expansion and
upliftment processes merge together. They are not
entirely separate, but they are not entirely one
process. Again, it is various layers which different
people respond to at different times and the times
are when they are open to identify their connection
into their primary source of awakening and
awareness and the energy systems from which they
emerged into what you are experiencing now.
The reconnection to those points is part of the
process of bringing in your individual essence and
concepts, because it is the time that it is needed.
Even though we speak of time, it is not to do with
your daily measurement, or weekly, or yearly
cycles. The time is the alignment of your
consciousness field into the activated portals
present. They are always there, but at certain times
as you align with them and they are exposed to the
emanations from Source Creation – and it is very
organised – it is utilised by all of those ones who are
witnessing this change and assisting this change –
and so you are participating in a very deep way with
the raising of consciousness, lifting you above the
daily activities, just as you are as you are immersed
in this session in this time.
We are certainly addressing you in your light body
form present here in the Station, but you are still
aware of your physical body and life, which is
necessary for the continuation of the flow to be
integrated and understood and then you are able to
apply what you are receiving into your interactions
with people or interactions with the overall energy
matrix around the planet. There are many layers to
this energy matrix field and some of the layers are
moving and adjusting and it is that adjustment which
also has a great influence on you being able to

access some of the dimensional portals and flow of
information into you.
Momentarily feel that you have been engaged in this
and you are interpreting and understanding visually
and in your thoughts and emotionally what this is,
what is being conveyed to you here. Your level of
cognition determines how you will interpret this and
the different ways that you can work this into the
expansion and shifting of the planet. We referred
previously to the expansion of the consciousness
field of the planet itself, of that organism, that aspect
of life experienced, and so this is brought to your
attention again. You may sense it as if it is being
drawn closer into a deeper placement within the
overall galaxy that you are part of and indeed this is
so, because the Earth is moving. It is moving across
time. It is moving out of time or through time to be
synchronised in the placement of this evolutionary
process and this is having a very deep effect on
many of you, because you sense it, you sense the
longing, the belonging, you sense the emotional
connection of returning home. This is because you
are actively engaged in the encompassing matrix
field around the planet and this is actually above the
layer of mass consciousness, so you will not be
caught up into the drama presented, you will be free
of that dynamic activation amongst people which
overall tends to limit the expansion process.
You could be observing yourself in various spheres
of supportive energy, but you are well above the
planet and you are observing it. Yes, you could say
you might be in one of those satellites that have
been launched from Earth, but we say you are
above that layer, because that is still affected by the
emotions and thought power and controlling
concepts and the level from which we are helping
you to observe and see is more in contact with the
aspect of you still existing in your point of origin
whereby you chose to come in from there with your
actions and with the pure energy essence.
Even though you may be missing words, and you
may want to hear further words in this presentation,
your acknowledgement of the senses you are

experiencing in turn converted into feelings,
confirms a great deal of information to you. So, our
purpose is to keep you attuned and aligned into this
entire process, uplifting you, uplifting many when
they are ready. In your consciousness you already
have the overall plan, if we would call it a plan.
Again, it is an energy field matrix and it is essential
to your well-being, to your focus and your intention
of being here [on Earth] and as you realise this, it is
the sense of belonging that you will have which will
give you the sense of motivation to continue
examining your life processes and employing all of
the ways that you know to continue accessing and
communicating in this greater level, such as you are
experiencing in this moment.
In this moment you may be communicating with
many other groups of Beings from other dimensions
in the sharing of information and you will bring into
your awareness what you are receiving and you will
now bring this back with you, because I am bringing
you back to be consciously present within the
Station of Light and into this communication sphere.
This connects you directly back into the receiving
area of the Station. You may continue to enable the
communication sphere around you, with intention,
and it will make your communication with the Beings
you are working with easier and clearer.
As I depart from this session now, I leave you with
the vision that you are connecting into the overall
network grid and this is conveyed to you with the
means of the energy codes which connect into the
matrix around the planet and the energy matrix
around you as an individual and you may feel you
are within some of those energetic fields which will
come to your vision as geometric shapes. These are
very powerful mechanisms, for they control and
deliver into you and throughout all time and
dimension, concepts and energy frequencies
needed. You are realising this already and it is
active within you. I leave this with you

Orem out “

Thank you Orem.
This is Lani again speaking to you and I am bringing
my attention and focus back to be with you in this
receiving area of the Station.
You are surrounded in a wonderful sphere of light,
energy, information and you are energy codes.
Interesting! It is very interesting! I am sure we will all
feel this in the ongoing days after this session and it
will be making a difference in you and how you
perceive other ones around you and it will help you
in every way that you intend it to, because you are
aligned with your higher self and Source Energy,
Now, we are going to reconnect into our physical
bodies, so bring your conscious attention back into
your body and as you open your eyes, be fully
conscious and fully present of where you are –
present in the moment. It can take just a moment to
come back from that deep state, because already
your body has received the energy field and your
higher self is already working throughout you, in that
layer of the energy we call the light body. So there
you are – you are fully back, fully present, conscious
of your light body self and all of this energy and so
it is time for me to close the Omega Portal for this
transmission and I just appreciate you and I
appreciate this opportunity to link with the Beings –
multi-dimensions – all involved in this process
Thank you

Lani
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